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ABSTRACT

Until recently, the hydrodynanlc effects on liq-
uid storage tanks Induced by an earthquake excitation
were basically treated for the horizontal component of
the earthquake. Recent studies, hovever, showed that
the hydrodynamic effects due to the vertical component
of an earthquake may be significant. In these studies

. the tank Is assumed to be fixed at the bottom. This
paper is conccrnsd with the hydrodynamic behavior of
liquid storage tanks induced by vertical earthquake
input excitation. First, the fluid-tank system is
treated as a fixed-base system and a simple formula is
obtained for the coupled fluid-structure natural fre-
quency. Second, additional Interaction effects due to
the foundation flexibility on the fluid-tank system
are Investigated. It is concluded that the foundation
flexibility may have a significant effect on the hy-
drodynamic behavior of the liquid storage tanks under
a vertical ground shaking.
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: velocity of sound In the fluid
: membrane stiffness

aodulua of elasticity
hydrodynamic loading
tank height
modified Bessel function of zero order
ordinary Beasel function of zero order
2x2 stiffness matrix defined in Eq. 8.2
fluid apparent mass
2x2 mass matrix defined In Eq. 8.2
fluid static pressure
pressure fluctuation about p0

tank radius
function defined in Eq. 5.3
cylindrical coordinate system
vertical earthquake acceleration
longitudinal displacement component
radial displacement component
parameter defined in Eq. 8.3
tank wall mass density
fluid mass density
Poisson's ratio
frequency in rad/sec

INTRODUCTION

The damages observed in liquid storage tanks dur-
ing earthquakes such as those due to the Alaska 1964
earthquake, rained a serious concern among engineers
regarding the significance of the fluid dynamic ef-
fects on the design of liquid storage tanks. Many
studies on this subject appeared in the literature
during the last thirty years which deal with the
dynamics of the fluid-tank systems due- to seismic
excitations.

In the early treatments of this problem an equiv-
alent mechanical model was proposed^ by Housner (1)
which simulates the fundamental sloshing frequency by
a spring-mass unit. This model io bnscd on the as-
sumption that the tank wall is rigid. Veletsos (2,3)
and Tang (4) showed that the hydrodynamic effects in a
flexible tank may be much higher than those associated
with a rigid tank. In subsequent studies the wall
flexibility was incorporated into the dynamic equa-
tions of motion of the fluid-tank systems. In these
studies the coupled fluid-shell frequencies are ob-
tained by application of appropriate boundary condi-
tions to tha continuum fluid equations so that the
flexibility of the wall is accounted for. The usual
procedures used for this purpose are based on a cou-
pling of the fluid modes with the bending type of
modes of the tank I.e., cantilever beam type of
modes. Clearly, thia approach cannot be used for
tanks which have significant modes of the ring type,
I.e., cos and sin modes. On the other hand, if the
wall flexibility is accounted for by using the ring
type of modes, the results cannot be used for tanks
which have significant modes of the bending type.
Simple hand calculations made by the author for a test
model containing liquid which is going to be tested in
a foreign country showed that the ring types of modes
are the predominant ones. The shell bending mode ap-
pears at a high frequency, I.e., 20 Hz. Subsequent
finite element calculations vsrifled these results.
It la doubtful that thia test model can be used to
simulate seismic failures of prototypes that are known
to be of the flexural beam behavior type.
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llaroun (5) obtained natural frequencies of the
coupled fluid-tank systea by ualng discrete equations
for the notion of the shell according to the finite
c lenient approach and contlnuua equations for th« fluid
notion. Baaed on thla approach, a fluid added aaaa
matrix was developed. These atudlea were then uaed by
llouaner and llaroun (6) to propoee daalgn proeadurea
for liquid atorage tanka. tn a later work by Haroun
(7) the effecta of the foundation dcfonablllty on the
fluid-tnnk ayateat were invcatigated for horizontal in-
put*, Appropriate boundary condltiona were applied at
the tank bottom to account for the Interaction forcea
fro« the foundation. The aolutiona prcaented are
bated on lapedances given by Richard (8). Clearly
these reaulta are applicable to aurfacc founded
tanka. Furthermore the Interaction law employed can-
not predict liftlng-off effecta which aay be Important
for aurface founded liquid atorage tank* subjected to
strong earthquake horizontal input•. In general,
llftlng-off effecta arc expected to further "soften"
the fluid-tank systca.

' The above atudica, however, dealt with aelaaic
effecta on fluid-tank ayateaa which arc subjected to
the horizontal coaponent of the earthquake ground
notion. The need for reacarch work in the area of the
fluid-atructure Interaction phenomenon Induced by the
vertical coaponent of an earthquake input waa dearly
Identified In Ref. 9 by a coaaittcc which reviewed the
state-of-the-art methods available in 1980. Recently,
Vcletsot (10) presented reaulta for liquid atorage
tanka under vertical earthquake lnputa which are baaed
on the work aadc by Kuaar (11). It la concluded that
for a atrong vertical earthquake input th.4 hydrodynaa-
ic effecta aay be of the aaae order »» Che hydrostatic
effects. Moreover, It is shown that for flexible
tanks these effecta aay be substantially higher than
those of the rigid tanka. At the aane tlac Haroun
(12) preaented aolutions to this problem by ualng axi-
syimetrlc ring type finite elements for the ahell
whereas the fluid waa treated with an added aasa ma-
trix. Based on this approach, he obtained resulca for
the fluid-tank natural frequencies. Finally, in both
of these atudlea on the vertical earthquake response
of liquid storge tanka it la aasuaed that the founda-
tion la rigid. Thus possible interaction of the
fluid-tank system with the foundation it neglected.

The work presented in thia paper is concerned
with the dynaaics of liquid atorage tanka when sub-
jected to a vertical coaponent of an earthquake in-
put. Soac theoretical aapects of the problea are giv-
en together with numerical aolutions. First, liquid
storage tanka are conaldered aa fixed base syateaa,
I.e., their foundatlona are rigid. Simple aquatlona
for the fundaaental couplad fluid-structure frequency
are praaented which consider the general case of a
compressible fluid. Furthermore, the Influence of the
foundation flexibility on the coupled fluid-tank aya-
tcu motion due to a vertical earthquake excitation la
exaalned. It la concluded that the lntaraction
'effecta froa the foundation aay be important in the
treataent of liquid atoragc tanka under vertical
earthquake lnputa.

FLUID-TANK SYSTEM DBFIMITIOM

A circular cylindrical tank is considered. The
gioactry of the tank ia defined by the radius I,
height H and wall thickness t. The tank material la
defined by the modulus of elasticity I, Foisson's ra-
tio v and Bass density p.

The tank.in fully tilled wlLh n comprennlbXc
fluid which is nonviscous and hae maaa denaity p0.
The atatic internal pressure in the tank is po and
the velocity of sound in the fluid is c0. The equa-
tions of motion of the fluid-tank system are referred
to a cylindrical coordinate systea with x-axla along
the longitudinal axis of the tank. The syatea la sub-
jected to a vertical coaponent of an earthquake motion
which is applied at the circular bane. Under thin
condition, the axlayaactrie breathing coupled motion
la of Interest. Although this is the only type of mo-
tion considered here, it is recognized that antisym-
metric motions are also possible, since generally
speaking neither the tank ia perfectly circular nor
the input excitation is perfectly vertical. It la
known that in the caae of a dry ahell, imperfections
could affect the vibration characteristics of the
shell (13). For the cnac of a liquid-filled shell,
experiment has shown that even though the liquid waa
excited In a syaaetrlc mode, the ahcll responded by
flexural modes of short wavelength (14). This was
attributed later to the out-of-round type of imperfec-
tions. Firth (IS) conducted a theoretical study in
order to explain the dcvelopaent of ehort-vavelength
flexui-al modaa in an acoustically excited ahell con-
taining a fluid. In this study, Green's functions are
derived froa the fluid-shell coupled equations In
which the shell radius Incorporates distortions of
saall magnitude.

Tank Motion
The tank ia treated aa an elastic circular cylin-

drical chell with conatant thickneaa. With reference
to the cylindrical coordinate aystea (x,0,r) the axi-
aymaetric condition requires that all derivatives with
respect to 8 vanish and thus the shell motion is des-
cribed by the equations (16)
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whera
u,w • longitudinal and radial displacement components

(w in the negative r direction)
Fn - hydrodynaaic loading acting on the ahell
0 - membrane atlffnesa Et/(l-v2)

A solution of the associated homogeneous problem
for the freely supported end condition la

*_ co. £ 2 sin

=S
(3)

where A, and B, are constant coefficients and a/2
is the number of axial wavelengths. According to this
formulation the effect of the internal pressuriiation
Po is incorporated. Also inertia forcaa in both the
longitudinal and radial dlrectiona are included.

Fluid Motion

The fluid conaldered here ia coaprcsslble and
nonviscous. Under these conditions its motion la des-
cribed by the equation

;. 2

where V2a - -JL i-£
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where
q » pressure fluctuation about p0
V* • Laplaclan operator

A solution of thla aquation Is

where

and

(5.1)

(5.2)

(5.3)

Jo. Io *re ordinary and Modified Beaael functlona
of zero order reapectlvely.

The boundary conditions at the ahell wall require
chat the liquid nomal acceleration be equal to that
of the tank wall and the liquid preaaure be equal to
the hydrodynamle load on the tank. Theee conditions
nre expreseed aa

and
21

(8.3)

If the displacement and pressure vave pattarna are

tu - A aln —• aln
• ai it

and. wB - B^ " s ~ sin au t (9)

then tho off-dingonnl terms In matrix [Km] change
their algn whereas everything elae In these equations
remain the *«•«.

When the ahell Inertia due to the radial notion
la only, conaldered, then the flrat diagonal term In
the Matrix [Ha] beeoMea equal to zero and the corre-
sponding eigenvalue problem of Eqe. 8.1 leada to the
frequency equation (M-1)

(tp ;£*(«)'-W*)
iJi ±21
Jt2 "o 8 r

In view of Eqs. 3 and 5.1 the last equation givca

(6)

where

The term P0RQB in Eq. 7.1 Is the fluid apparent

EIGENVALUE PROBLEM

(7.1)

(7.2)

(7.3)

Substituting Eqs. 3 into Eqs. 1,2 and considering
the boundary condition expressed by Eq. 7 the follow-
ing eigenvalue problem is obtained

which is the same equation given in Ref. 17 with n-0,
n-1.

Furthemore, If the fluid Is assumed to be lncoat
presalble i.e., co+« and the radial inertia Is kept
only then for the case of nn unpreasurized tank
(Po"0) the second tern of the second diagonal cle-
ment in [1^] becomes aqual to zero while the first
diagonal term In [H,] vanishes. In this case the
eigenvalue: problem of Eqs. 8 reduces to

(11)

It may be noted that thla result Is the sane as in
Ref. 18.

Finally, If the tank behaves as a membrane, then
the second diagonal tern in [Km] is reduced to
1/R2 and the frequency equation is further simpli-
fied to

(12)

> 0

where (KB), [MJ ere the 2x2 aatrlcea

(8,1)

(8.2)

Finally, by aubatitutlon of Eqs. 5.2, 7.2 and 7.3 into
Eq. 12 with co+- and • - 1/2, the coupled frequency
given by Eq. 12 csn be put in the fora

° 1 ° e A h » J
-1/2

(13.1)

where u<j - I J|| . ring extentional frequency (13.2)



«,. 13.1 1. basically th. ei.pUfied formula given by
Vrletnos (10) for th« fundamental coupltd frequency.
From "he solution of Eqs. 8 the «tn and eoe pt...ut«
comment. <Eq. 3.1, » «. o""1"^-^?!.''"!^: "
can be put in .eriea .xpsn.lon for* with the ampli-
tudes determined from th. eondteion at th. b.«.

NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS FOR FREQUENCIES

Solution, for th. coupled fluid-ahell mode
•hnpe./frequenci.. using Eq. 8 «r., in general, diffi-
cult to obtain. The reeulting fr.qa.ney aquation fro*
thla eigenvalue problem la not of th. standard poly-
nomial type with con.t.nt eo.fficl.nt*. Thereror*,
the coupl.d frequ«nei.. c«n b. obtained numerically by
simply computing th. ero..ln|. of th. dat.rmin.nt of
matrix [K«J - «?IM«1 with th« frequency Mil «.
Thin la done lter«tiv.ly by choosing an appropriate
frequency «tep .o that th. fr.qu.nei.. ar* determined,
wtth sufficient accuracy. The number of iteration*
required for a given tank dependa on th. height-to-
rsdlus r.tlo. Hlgh.r ratio, require leaa amount of
Iteration*.

H/R

Fig. 1 - Coupled fluld-tsnk frequencies.
Concrete tanks.

Result* from application of thla procedure to
concrete tanka filled with water are .hown in Fig. 1.
The concrete properties arc E-*xlO* pal, u-0.17 and
p'HS pel. From Fig. 1 it may be aeen that storage
tanks wtth lower H/R values are associated with higher
coupled fluid-shell frequencies. This is in accord-
ance with intuition. Results in Fig. 1 correspond to
the ease of one axial wavelength.

ly inspection of Eq*. 8 it is noted that a sat of
two coupled frequenelea 1* assoclstsd with the m-th
displacement wave pattern. Th. lower la shown in
Fig. 1 wh.rea. their ratio (high-to-low) 1* shown in
Fig. 2. It may be noted that for higher H/R value.

these two fr.quencie. are further apart. Furthermore
thi. ratio ia influenced by th. internal pre.aur. p0

in the tank. In generol, when the internal pre.-ur.
incraaaea the effect on th. low frequency value ia
rather amall. The effect, however, on the high fre-
quency value, ia usually large.

Tank stresses can be obtained an aeries expan-
sions at tho coupled dlnplncemcnt nnd prcBn.iremo.len
at well as eho participation Enctorn nimoelnted with
th. solution of tho oig.n-probl.rn of Eqs. 8. For
practical application., however, the.e atres.ea may be
computad by a stntlc annlyaia u.tnB the mnxtmum liydro-
dynamlc wall pre.aure aa atatie lood applied on the
tank wall. Therefore, known atatic solutiona for a
cylindrical eh.ll with axiaymmetric load may be em-
ployed. To further simplify the stntic solution, the
hydrodynwaie wall praa.ure distribution may be approx-
imated by a linear, i.e., zero preaaure at th. surface
and maximum preaaur. at th. bottom pHSa. The
peaudo-acealeratlon S, is taken from the vertical
earthquake spectrum for the coupled fluid-tank fre-
queneiea. The eons.rvatiam of this approach, howav.r,
should b. furth.r inv.atlgat.d with respect to the
contribution of higher mode..

Fig. 2 - Frequency ratio variation.
Concrete tanks.

Finally, in the above discussion* no mention was
mud. in regard to free-surfnee effects, i.e., vertical
sloshing. Usually such effect* In horizontal tank
asaeaaments are associated with very low frequencies
and thus tend to separate well from the atructural
frequencies. In th. case of horizontal tank motion,
the antlaymm.trlc modes ar. of int.re.t. The later
modea produce unbalanced fores which ara execrted by
the fluid on the tank wall. Based on thla, the prop-
erties of an equivalent mechanical model are derived
and the problem has been simplified to .the known
sprlnf-mas* sloshing unit. For th. v.rtical .loaning
problem, however, it la generally difficult to obtain
a similar mechanical analog. In general, if the ver-
tical sloshing la produced by symmetric modes then no
unbalanced fore*, are .xe.rtad en the tank wall by Che
liquid. Symmetric sloshing, however, effects the



,M...r. at the bottom of th. tank
rh> •••• r.a.one •!*•" i» Seeton 2, en
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tanka under w t l e a l earthquake Input

It aar b« ootad that 1« both horlxontally — wall

undtr tha rigid m i

sr s"Eriar.-s--S

FLEXIBLE 1ASE EFFECTS

In tha pr.c.eding aactiona tha "<•"-»«* •»«••
«.. ae.umed to b« of tha fix.d-b... typa. Tha .ame
I! J " l " ha. alao baan mad. in previou. • < « " " °»
"rSc.lly axcitad tank.. In order to .tudy tha ef-
fect, ofthe foundation flexibility on tha coupled
flow-tank ayata- aubjactad to a vartical aarthquaka
ahakin^ aoli aolution. »ar. obtain.d har. nu.aric.lly
u.!ng finit. ala-anta. For thi. purpoa. a aurf.c.
foundad circular cylindrical concrata t.nk containing
««ter wa. con.id.rid with overall di«an,iona.' r.diua
R " U S ft, height H-360 ft and -all thickne.a t-1.2 ft.
Tha finite el««ent «aah uaad ia giran in Fig. 3. ic
co-bine, the fluid-tank ayate« and the foundation me-
dlua in tha atandard f.ahlon followed by tha aoil-
atructure interaction finite ela»ant aodala. K daa-
cription of the aodel and aoae of tha reaulta .re
given below with a ninimm reference to known facta
from the aoil-ttructura interaction area.
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Fig. 3 - Finite eleaent •ode! of the
fluld-t.nk-aoll .y.tta

The tank wall 1. mada up by two layer, of y
metric alaatle aolld .lament, with propertie.: E-AxlO

17 and p-155 pcf. The foundation «edii» con-
£ £ < £ > S-lc«i5.- by .olid «le««t. which

»."atign«t two type, of .oil propertie. .aaociated
£ti. M - v.loci"e. V.-500.2OOO £t/.ec (corre.-
pooding P - W « Y . valocitiaa Vp-933 and 3742 ft/.ec

of the wavelength of th. aloweat wave. The fluid waa
«proxi«ted by .olid el«..nt. u.ing th. bulk -odulu.
It the £ter and a irery a-*ll yalue for .hear -odu-
lu. C the fluid-tructut. infraction • » • « • £
thia particular probla- are not treated by the general
p r o c X a . uaed in thi. are. (19.20). G « « « " r
Jpeaking, a fluid-atructure-.oil interaction finite
•leawnt cod. i. require for thi. type of proble«.

Th. ground aurfac. motion i. rcpre.entcd by a
aynthatic accelerogram having a -axinum of 1.0 g. It
wa. ayntheai*ed to Mtch a a-ooth de.ign ground ap.e-
tru». Th. .urf.c. motion waa deconvoluted down to the
rigid bottom boundary of th. «eah u.ing a 1-D wave
propagation. In thi. procea. th. three low.r natural
frequenciea of tha aoil column are 1.0, 3.0, 5.0 IU
and 4, 12, 19 Hr for the firet and aecond type, of
.oil. reap.ctiv.ly. U.ing the.e motion, a. input to
the bottom of th. finit. element »eah, re.pon.e com-
putation. w«re done in th. frequency domain u.ing the
tranaf.r function, of the .ystem.
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Fig 4 - Effect of foundation flexibility on
hydrodynamlc prc.aure

Hydrodynamlc pr.aaure diatributiona along the
tank wall for the rigid and flexible caae. are given
in Fig. 4. It can be aaen that the hydrodynanlc
preaaure la affected by tha foundation flexibility.
For th. .ofcat alta, i.e., V.-500 ft/.ec, the
hydrodynamlc pre.aure la generally much amall.r than
that of the rigid baaa tank. The.e re.ulta indicate
that tha foundation flexibility can effect the aeianlc
r.aulea of liquid atorage tank, under vertical earth-
quake excitation. A parametric .tudy using different
tanka, i.e., "tall* and "broad" a. well aa different



foundations him been proposed to Investigate flexible-
bn»e liquid utorage tanks under vertical earthquake
Input. Finally, it say be noted that a linear inter-
action law was stsuaed In the above problem at the in-
terfsce of the tank base and the foundation. A non-
linear Interfncc condition may be More appropriate
especially when strong vertical earthquake shaking is
considered. Localized nonllnearltles of this sort
have been addressed In soil-structure Interaction
problems.

CONCLUSION

A study of liquid storage tanks subjected to ver-
ttcnl earthquake motion was presented. Both fixed
bnne and flexible-base tank cases are considered. Re-
sults froa a case problem Indicated that the hydrody-
namic pressure is lowered due to the foundation flex-
ibility. This result of course cannot be generalized
nnd further parametric studies arc required to address
the additional coupling of the coupled fluid-tank fre-
quencies with interaction frequencies froa the founda-
tion.
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